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Abstract—We report on the status of improvements to Spectral 
Hole Burning (SHB) laser stabilization experiment at SYRTE. 
Current efforts are toward the development of a novel
multi-spectral-hole sensing scheme and preparations for the 
installation of a dilution cryogenic stage to cool the 
spectroscopic crystal to below 1 K .

Index Terms—Spectral Hole Burning, Laser Frequency 
Stabilization, Metrology

I. INTRODUCTION

Ultra frequency stabilized lasers provide the probe in the 
measurement of optical transitions for optical atomic clocks. 
Currently, the state of the art in laser frequency stabilization 
utilize ultra-length-stable optical cavities as a frequency 
reference [1] [2]. These references are reaching their 
fundamental limit as the community demonstrates laser 
frequency stabilities at the limit of the internal thermal noise of 
the optical cavities, prompting us to explore new topologies in 
frequency stabilization. At SYRTE, we explore the use of a 
spectral pattern imprinted in a rare-earth-ion doped crystal (Eu3
+:Y2SiO5) as a frequency reference in a process known as 
Spectral Hole Burning (SHB), a promising new area of research 
[3]. The SHB group has previously demonstrated the technique 
with a helium cooled crystal, achieving a fractional frequency 
stability of 1.7 × 10−15 at 1 s [4]. We now seek to improve the 
performance on two fronts: firstly, by exploring a novel multi-
spectral-hole probing technique, and secondly, by moving to 
dilution temperatures (< 1 K) to reduce the influence of 
temperature fluctuations on spectral-hole frequency stability.

II. METHODS/RESULTS

The concept of the experiment is to use a transmissive 
spectral line (spectral hole) which has been pumped from a 
previously absorptive state (burned) in rare-earth ions doped 
in a crystal. Eu3+:Y2SiO5 was selected for the longevity of
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the laser frequency stabilization via SHB setup at 
SYRTE. Description in text.

the burned hole at cryogenic temperatures, as well as the 
resulting narrow transmission linewidth (as low as 122 Hz)
[5] [6] [7]. The total absorption spectrum of the ion-doped 
crystal is naturally inhomogenously broadened by variances
in individual ion doping sites producing an absorption 
linewidth of 2 GHz centered around 580.039 nm, providing
the wide band within which to burn spectral holes.
The setup, illustrated in Fig. 1, makes use of two
λ = 1160 nm (infrared) lasers fiber coupled to frequency 
doubling ppLN waveguides, where the infrared and 580 nm 
(yellow) components are separated by dichroic mirrors. The 
initial stage of the stabilization references a probe (PRB) laser’s 
infrared light to a cavity-referenced Pre-Stabilized Laser (PSL). 
This is accomplished by phase-locking the PRB to the PSL at a 
frequency offset, fPLL, sourced by an FPGA based software 
defined radio (SDR) system (Ettus USRP X310) upmixed by a 
function generator. This beatnote is nominally set at ΩPLL = 
700 MHz) (producing a beat at 1.4 GHz in yellow) to keep the 
yellow PSL light outside of the broadened absorption band 
while tuning the PRB to its center.
The yellow PRB light is sent through an AOM in a double-
pass configuration, where the light is frequency
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Fig. 2. Measured transmission spectrum of crystal showing a narrow hole as 
frequency reference and a broad hole to transmit a monitor beam.

shifted by a custom spectrum, also generated by the SDR at a 
second output. The resulting spectrum of beat notes is split, a 
reference signal is measured by photodetector PD1, and the 
other path is sent through the crystal, picking up a phase delay, 
∆ϕp, proportional to the difference frequency between the laser 
and crystal spectral lines. Photodetector PD2 measures the 
transmission through the crystal. The beat notes from PD1 and 
PD2 are digitized by the Ettus where we produce the error 
signal, ϵ = ϕPD2 − ϕPD1, proportional
to the frequency error between the crystal spectral hole and 
PRB. This correction is applied to the PLL offset, ΩPLL, to 
actuate the PRB frequency to the center frequency of the 
spectral hole.
In 2020, the group achieved a fractional frequency stability 1.7 
× 10−15 at 1 s while demonstrating a double heterodyne 
detection method. In this method we burned two spectral holes: 
one narrow hole as a frequency reference and one broad hole to 
allow a ‘monitor’ beam to pass without collecting additional 
phase from the crystal. To measure these we drove the AOM 
with two frequency components: probe (fp) and monitor (fm). 
This configuration is illustrated in Fig. 2. Using a monitor beam 
which shares an optical path with the probe allows us to form 
an error signal with significant common mode noise rejection:

ϵ = (ϕPD2
p − ϕPD1

p )− (ϕPD2
m − ϕPD1

m ). In this configuration
a fractional frequency equivalent sensing noise at 1 s was 
measured to be 4 × 10−16 [4].
The conclusion of [4] was the advancement the experiment 
needs to follow two paths: first, the reduction of detection 
noise and second, the stabilization of the spectral hole center 
frequency. We are currently working to achieve these goals 
through the expansion of the sensing scheme to the 
simultaneous probing of multiple spectral holes. This will 
reduce sensing noise by increasing total detection optical 
power while not increasing the optical power per hole
(limited by the danger of broadening the spectral holes). 
Furthermore, this can effectively improve the stability of the 
detected spectral hole center frequencies by averaging over 
several spectral holes. This method will be implemented by 
burning a broad spectral hole to allow a monitor beam to 
pass, and burning several narrow holes to allow multiple 
probe beams in the crystal. The multiple probe beams will 
applied by driving the AOM with a signal generated by the

SDR containing the desired frequency components.

Fig. 3. Measured crystal transmission spectrum used in a sensing noise test 
for a three-mode detection scheme.

Initial characterizations this new scheme include a 
measurement of the sensing noise. This was realized by 
burning three broad spectral holes (effectively three monitor 
holes) and probing with three modes (illustrated in Fig. 3). 
We measured the resulting phase noise and scaled this by the 
typical frequency discriminator of a spectral hole
(180 µrad/Hz). The resulting fractional frequency equivalent 
sensing noise was measured to be 2 × 10−16 at 1 s, a factor of 
two improvement by adding a single additional detection beat 
frequency.

III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The exciting results of this early work confirm our path 
forward in the development of this novel multi-mode sensing 
scheme. To push to a higher number of frequency modes, we 
require a large bandwidth AOM to apply the complicated RF 
spectral pattern with a high fidelity. The next steps in this 
work will be to install and verify this optical subsystem and 
make new sensing noise measurements while increasing the 
number of frequency modes.

When this is verified, we will reassemble a complete optical 
layout while a new dilution stage is install for the cryostat. This 
new cooler will allow us to achieve sub Kelvin temperatures, 
exploiting the strong inverse relationship (T −4) between 
temperature and spectral hole stability. When both systems are 
completed, we will characterize the new detection scheme in 
the ultra-low temperature environment, optimizing the 
inevitable compromise between increased heating against 
reduced sensing noise in multi-hole probing. The resulting 
system promises to be a significant advancement in this novel 
laser frequency stabilization field of spectral hole burning.
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